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Use brain science to bring your best self to crucial moments where impressions and 
performance matter most.

The Inner Critic can be very persistent. It speaks up at the most inopportune 
moments, saying things like:

“You’re no salesperson!” “This is not going to go well.” “You’re not prepared 
enough.”

“You always go blank when they ask the tough questions.”

“If they knew how nervous you are, they’d know you are a fraud.” “This outfit 
makes you look like a stuffed sausage.”

Our inner critic is so good at this; it can create something known as “The Imposter 
Syndrome.”

Imposter Syndrome – Imposter Syndrome is a pervasive feeling of self-doubt, 
insecurity, or fraudulence despite often overwhelming evidence to the contrary. It 
strikes smart, successful individuals.

Imposter Syndrome can happen to anyone, but women are more susceptible to 
being socialized to it as they receive mixed messages like “Be knowledgeable but 
don’t be a know-it-all,” “Be authentic but don’t be emotional,” Speak up but don’t 
be bossy.” Also, being the only different one in a group, for instance, if you are 
the only woman on a sales team, can generate feelings of being an imposter.

Your Inner Critic

TED Talk: Amy Cuddy - Your Body Language May Shape Who You Are

Presence – “the state of being attuned to and able to comfortably express our true 
thoughts, feelings, values, and potential.” Amy Cuddy, Presence ©2015

When you feel powerful, you are more present – you read people better, you access 
information and prepare better, you take time to pause and respond instead of reacting, 
etc. And of course, you appear more confident.

PREPARE TO HAVE “PRESENCE”Success Strategy 1

https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_shapes_who_you_are
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Your “I AM” is a real power tool. Always be conscious of what you put after those two 
words. Your subconscious mind believes you unconditionally, especially when you 
say something with conviction and emotion. Even if your conscious mind (inner 
critic) doesn’t buy it, it doesn’t matter. You can override those messages with the 
positive ones.

Write some affirmations you will use to 
prepare to have Presence:

When will you use them?

Affirmations
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Another way to bring your unconscious mind 
on board is by using your body. Yes, in this case, 
the body leads the mind. In Presence© 2015, 
Amy Cuddy unearthed some interesting 
science. Our brain, the subconscious part 
especially, adapts based on our physical state. 
It translates the physical into the emotional. 
We have long known that our body language 
impacts others, but now we are discovering 
it influences us just as much, maybe even 
more.

We also tend to live in our head and ignore 
the power of the body. She presents us with a 
handy “hack” or tool - holding a “power pose” 
– if you do that for 1-2 minutes, your brain 
releases chemicals and your subconscious 
mind believes that you are powerful.

A classic power pose is making the V for 
Victory with your arms overhead and your 
feet planted firmly apart.

Combine affirmations with a power pose and 
you will be unstoppable.

Our breath is probably our most valuable tool for managing ourselves in any 
situation. You take over 23,000 breaths in a day. How many are you conscious of? 
Doing some intentional breathing works magic. Simply focusing on your breath 
and breathing deeply and slowly for one minute signals your unconscious mind 
that all is well and you should experience a calming effect.

You know that when you are anxious or frightened you breathe a certain way. 
Conversely, breathing that way can create feelings of anxiety or fear without any 
other cause in play. Different types of breathing actually create different emotions. 
By using your breath intentionally, you can empower positive emotions and 
disempower distracting or debilitating ones.

The Power Pose

Intentional Breathing
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4 X 4 – Inhale for 4 counts, hold for 4 counts, 
exhale for 4 counts, hold for 4 counts. Repeat 
3 times.

Pranayama Technique for Balancing through 
Breath – A yoga technique using your thumb 
and ring finger to alternately block your left 
nostril for 1 inhale and exhale, then your right 
nostril for one inhale and exhale. Repeat 2-3 
times.  Yoga Journal Pranayama Practice

To Slow the Heart Rate – Inhale deeply through 
your nose allowing lungs and belly to rise and 
fill, exhale as slowly as possible through your 
mouth. Repeat as needed 1-2 times.

Additional Information and Resources for Managing Imposter Syndrome

Breathing Techniques

Harvard Business Review - Overcoming Imposter Syndrome
Fast Company - The Five Types of Imposter Syndrome and How to Beat Them 

QDT: What is Imposter Syndrome and 9 Ways to Combat It

https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/health-fitness/medical-conditions/what-is-impostor-syndrome
https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/health-fitness/medical-conditions/what-is-impostor-syndrome
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Don’t allow men (or women!) to delegate administrative tasks that steal time/energy from 
higher value tasks.

A study published by the American Economic Review showed that “women, more 
than men, volunteer, are asked to volunteer, and accept requests to volunteer for    
“low promotability” tasks. These are tasks that everyone would prefer not to do, 
don’t get any recognition for, and take time away from your core responsibilities – 
but that the organization NEEDS to be DONE.

Unconscious bias exists, period, and this is a prevalent form of it. People still 
unconsciously connect women with administrative and service-oriented roles and 
tasks - getting the coffee, taking the minutes, planning the party, buying the gifts.

While administrative roles, still typically occupied by women, are valuable and 
deserve the utmost respect, you don’t want to get roped into non-core tasks just 
because you’re female.

You may feel like you want to be a team player, and that is great! Once your role 
and ability to perform your core tasks in an exemplary fashion are well-established, 
then you can begin to “take one for the team” in a conscious and equitable way.

Another bias about women is that when they are aggressive or demanding, they 
are seen more negatively than men behaving the same way. Being clear about 
how to speak and act assertively is an excellent skill to have for everyone, and it also 
defends against being “labeled” as bossy or not a team player.

To maintain the integrity and scope of your role, and avoid time and energy-
zapping admin tasks, you will want to use ASSERTIVE language to state your 
position confidently but also respectfully.

It’s a Phenomenon

Assert Yourself

MAINTAIN THE INTEGRITY OF YOUR ROLESuccess Strategy 2
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Assertiveness – Demonstrating assertiveness means there’s no question where 
you stand, no matter the topic. Cognitively, to be assertive implies a lack of anxious 
thoughts in light of stress. Behaviorally, assertiveness is all about asking for what 
you want in a manner that respects others. Assertive people don’t shy away from 
defending their points of view or goals, or from trying to influence others. In terms 
of effect, assertiveness means reacting to positive and negative emotions without 
aggression or resorting to passivity.

Read more: Psychology Today - All About Assertiveness You’ll want to avoid language and 
behavior that is….

Aggressive – that is, expressing anger, criticizing, attacking, taking it personally.

Defensive – challenging, blaming, “you always” “why should I”

Passive – letting it slide, going along with it “this time”

Passive aggressive – agreeing to it and not following through, sabotaging, complaining 
to others, getting even

Let’s see how assertive language works in a situation where someone is trying to delegate 
a low-promotability task to you.

Psychology Today - All About AssertivenessRead more:

Assertive Responses

“That’s an important task, but I need to pass this time.”

“Let’s rotate that job so it’s not an undue burden on anyone. How 
about alphabetically?”

“I’m not the best person for that role and I’d like to stay focused on my 
core responsibilities.”

“It seems fair for each of us to do our own/a share of that work.”

https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/health-fitness/medical-conditions/what-is-impostor-syndrome
https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/health-fitness/medical-conditions/what-is-impostor-syndrome
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Which “low-promotability" tasks are you accepting in your current role that 
may be compromising your ability to perform the highest value tasks?

What will you do about it?

When will you implement this?
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Women are typically more comfortable expressing a range of emotions. Make this an 
advantage rather than a detriment.

Emotional Intelligence - the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one’s 
emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and empathetically.

Emotional Agility – Emotional agility is a process that enables us to navigate life’s 
twists and turns with self-acceptance, clear-sightedness, and an open mind. 
The process isn’t about ignoring difficult emotions and thoughts. It’s about 
holding those emotions and thoughts loosely, facing them courageously and 
compassionately, and then moving past them to ignite change in your life.

Strategy 3 is all about emotional intelligence and agility. We might be told that we 
should avoid emotions, that this is a weakness for women. Let’s make this one of our 
key strengths. If we can manage our emotions and channel them constructively, 
they can be useful tools for influencing decision makers.

Our unconscious and primitive brain reacts to events, especially trigger events 
(let’s say a prospect questions your credibility or ignores you and looks to the man 
in the room). The reaction is a “fight or flight” response. This is hugely beneficial in 
a risky or dangerous situation. It is usually detrimental when you are trying to be 
an effective  influencer.

The trick is to recognize that “fight or flight” reaction and pause. Pause and kick 
in the frontal cortex, the advanced thinking and problem-solving part of your 
brain. Ask yourself “What is my desired outcome?” Then respond with intention, 
assertively, maybe even passionately, but not in combat or shut down mode. Not 
aggressively, or passively, or passive aggressively.

Emotional Intelligence as an Advantage

Pause and Respond INTENTIONALLY

USE EMOTION EFFECTIVELYSuccess Strategy 3

Here are a couple of skills to add to your toolkit:

https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/health-fitness/medical-conditions/what-is-impostor-syndrome
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Enthusiasm is Contagious

Share your passion and energy about the products, services, and organizations 
you represent. Generate excitement for the opportunities of those you are seeking 
to influence. Spark their optimism and creativity, help them see a future that is full 
of promise.

Tell a Story

Tell stories that have a tension/problem and a resolution, that take your listener 
on an emotional journey. Use personal stories, stories of other clients, etc. Develop 
stories in advance that you can draw on at the moment. Here is a handy template, 
derived from Pixar films, that can help you make your story an emotional journey 
for the listener:

Channel Emotions Strategically

What it is: The Pixar story, a six-sentence structure; often introduces a movie’s 
trailer:

“Once upon a time . Every day, . One day  . Because of 
that, .   Because of that, .  Until finally .”

Example: Once (upon a time) I had a customer in an automotive-related industry 
that was desperate to diversify their sales team, especially adding women to their 
male- dominated roster. Every day this customer tried to reach female candidates 
through their job postings, social media, and college recruiting efforts but the 
numbers weren’t changing. One day corporate issued a new strategic goal for 
achieving gender equality on their sales teams, and the US division had even 
more motivation to reach this goal. Because of that a recruiter started thinking 
out of the box and reached out to NAWSP. Because of that, we were able to help 
rewrite job descriptions, suggest changes to some hiring policies, and attract more 
female candidates. Until finally, the company realized it could exceed its goals and 
transform the workplace to be more supportive of the success of #WomenWhoSell. 
Partnering with NAWSP to create new training and support systems that help 
women sell authentically helped the company see excellent results!

Why it works: This six-sentence format is both appealing and supple. It allows 
you to take advantage of the well-documented persuasive force of stories – 
but within a framework that forces conciseness and discipline.
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Once upon a time…

One day…

Until finally…

Every day…

Because of that…

Because of that…

Create your own story here:
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Create your own story here:

People want to be understood and heard, and you can give them that gift. What are their 
pain points? Acknowledge and really feel that with them. Before you jump into a solution, 
say something like

“That must be really hard. Tell me a bit more about how that impacts you.”

What challenges do you have with emotions at work?

Where could you tell a story?

What makes you passionate about your solutions?
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More Resources for Developing Emotional Intelligence and Agility

* Includes a code to take an online assessment Emotional 
Intelligence 2.0 delivers a step-by-step program for
increasing your EQ via four, core EQ skills that enable
you to achieve your fullest potential:

The counterintuitive approach to achieving your true 
potential, heralded by the Harvard Business Review as a 
groundbreaking idea of the year.

1. Self-Awareness

2. Self-management

3. Social Awareness

4. Relationship Management

MindToolsarticle- Increasing your EI

Susan Davies TED Talk Free 
Emotional Agility Quiz

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCDV_59.htm
http://quiz.susandavid.com/s3/eai
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Resist the notion that you have to be “one of the guys” or adopt the approaches of others. 
Find the ways to influence colleagues, clients and prospects that are authentic to you.

What would it even look like, being your authentic self?

YOU CAN’T BE AUTHENTIC IF YOU DON’T KNOW WHO YOU ARE! Our own self-

awareness and a willingness to continuously learn and improve is another 
advantage we can have over others, especially men, who are often not prepared 
to do   that.

Self-Awareness

BE YOURSELF, EVERYONE ELSE IS TAKENSuccess Strategy 4
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Answer these questions to gauge your current level of authenticity, and 
alignment with your values and core beliefs. Then choose an area of 
opportunity to improve and an area of strength to leverage even more.

Indicators of Authenticity and Alignment
Area of 

Strength
Area of 

Opportunity

Think of three words that descnbe you as an individual.

Would your clients/donors, prospects and coworkers 
come up with these three words to describe you?

Are you the same person at work as you are with 
your friends and loved ones? Other groups that are 
important to you?

What are your “signature” strengths? How often are 
you using these in your work life?

When you are engaging with prospects, how “natural” 
does the interaction feel?

When you are engaging with current customers, how 
“natural” does the interaction feel?

When you are engaging with your coworkers, how 
“natural” does the interaction feel?

How much of your workday is devoted to activities that 
you enjoy and that take advantage of your strengths?

Do you find the work you do impactful and beneficial 
to others?

Do you see your work as meaningful?

Do you feel a sense of pride at the end of a work day?

What are your core values? How well does your work 
align with these values?
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I’m a great fan of having a coach- I’ve had one and I am one – I usually have 5-10 
people I’m working with at any given time – but find a coach that HELPS YOU 
SELL IN A WAY THAT WORKS FOR YOU, not one that wants to teach you their way 
and create a mini- me of themselves!!

There are some great role models out there who are selling authentically.

Curiosity Quotient

Answer these questions to test your Curiosity Quotient and identify ways 
to increase it. People are fascinating, and as salespeople we get to go out and 
meet and learn about people as our job. Fall in love with learning about and 
connecting with people.

I am comfortable entering a conversation not knowing how it will turn out.     Yes      No

I can suspend judgment and skepticism.     Yes      No

I expect to be surprised when I talk with others     Yes      No

I can suspend my need to fix situations and solve problems.     Yes      No

I am sincerely interested in what most people have to say.     Yes      No

I believe that there’s no shame in admitting I don’t understand something.     Yes      No

I ask questions without having a “right” answer in mind.     Yes      No

I am energized by finding out what makes others tick.     Yes      No

I am motivated to dig deeper when I sense hesitancy or want to learn more.     Yes      No

I enjoy learning things about people that I didn’t know before.     Yes      No

I am comfortable following someone else s lead in a conversation.     Yes      No

I believe that people are interesting and complex.     Yes      No

Look for Authentic Role Models

Look for Authentic Role Models
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What will you do to cultivate your natural curiosity?

The way to connect is by listening.

The stereotypical salesperson talks a great deal and listens very little. We need to 
turn that upside down. Get good at these listening skills:

» asking open-ended questions

» paraphrasing what we heard

» empathizing

» asking clarifying and probing questions like

These questions invite people to share about themselves and focus on the positive 
aspects of their work. They may start revealing opportunities and pain points, 
but stay with the relationship-building until you sense they have felt heard and 
understood, and that you really care about them AS A PERSON.

“What do you mean when  you say .”

“Tell me more about  .”

Become an Exceptional Listener

Great Relationship-Building Questions
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“Tell me how you got started in this business.”

“What would you tell someone just starting out as a   ?”

“What is your perspective on       .”

“What opportunities are you most excited about in the next 1-3 years?

“If you could change just one thing about what 
would it be?”

“In your perfect world, how would this work?”

“If you were creating this product / service / situation, what would it look like?” 

“What issues are keeping you up at night? “

“Describe a time when this really worked for you – what made it work?”

“Describe a time when things went awry – what caused that to happen? How 
did you fix it?”

Once you have established rapport, and the person knows you are listening, then 
move to questions that begin uncovering needs and desires.

Questions for Uncovering Needs/Pain Points/Concerns and 
Desires/Best-Case Scenarios
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You don’t have to go it alone. Create alliances within and outside of your organization. 
Foster mutually beneficial relationships, network with others who face similar challenges, 
find advocates and sponsors.

It is critical that you forge alliances and find sponsors within the organization you 
are working.

Internal alliances are good, but we need more.

That’s why I launched a movement that aims to change the game for 
#WomenWhoSell. We are stronger when we support each other and work 
together. NAWSP can help you create alliances, access coaching, and develop 
as a  professional.

Who will you reach out to and build a relationship with inside your organization? 
Consider your peers, marketing, product design, those who deliver on the 
products and services you sell.

YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO THIS ALONE

Join NAWSP

CONNECT  AND  COLLABORATE REGULARLYSuccess Strategy 5
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Elevate your career with
NAWSP Membership

Over 14,000 women sales professionals 
around the world count on NAWSP for 

career advancement and sales expertise. 
Want to join them? Become an NAWSP 

member today!

Visit

NAWSP.org

to learn more.

http://NAWSP.org
http://NAWSP.org 



